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Abstract
Niobium cavities are important parts of the integrated NC/SC high-power linacs. Over the years,
researchers in several countries have tested various cavity shapes. They concluded that elliptically
shaped cells are the most appropriate shape for superconducting cavities. The need for very clean
surfaces lead to the use of a buffered chemical polishing produce for surface cleaning to get good
performance of the cavities. The third phase concludes the experimental a fluid flow study and
optimization study.  The first quarter and second quarter of phase three also begins the experimental
set-up of secondary emission studies from niobium in superconducting mode.  This study is to be
completed by the end of the third year.
Introduction
The nuclear industry provides a significant percentage of the world, including the United States,
with electricity. Nuclear power plants produce thousands of tons of spent fuel. Some of this spent
fuel can be radioactive for thousands of years. The US DOE is currently exploring the possibility of
creating a permanent storage site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada for nuclear spent fuel. Accelerator
Transmutation of Waste is one complementary approach to deal with spent nuclear fuel.  In this
approach, a particle accelerator produces protons that react with a heavy metal target to produce
neutrons. These neutrons are used to transmute long-lived radioactive isotopes into shorter-lived
isotopes that are easier to be handled. A major component of the system is a linear accelerator
(linac) that can accelerate a 100-mA beam of protons up to 1 GeV [1].  Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) is an active participant in developing a superconducting rf (SCRF) high-current
linear accelerator. SCRF has three major components: niobium cavities, power couplers, and
cryomodules.  This effort mainly deals with niobium cavities.
Niobium cavities have several advantages including small power dissipation compared to normal
conducting copper cavities. These cavities are usually made of multiple elliptical cells.  Refer to
Figure 1. They are formed from sheet metal using various techniques such as deep drawing or
spinning. The cells then are welded using electron-beams. Multi-cell units are usually tuned by
stretching or squeezing them.  Niobium cavities need very clean surfaces, which can be achieved by
chemical polishing and high pressure rinsing with ultra-pure water.
Under operation very high electromagnetic fields are present in these cavities. Besides the
intended acceleration of a particle beam, these fields can also accelerate electrons emitted from the
niobium surfaces.  An electron emitted from the surface of the cavity wall is guided and accelerated
by these RF-fields until it impacts on the cavity surface again.  This impact can lead to the
generation of one or more secondary electrons that in turn act as primary electrons.  In turn, these
electrons may generate more electrons in a localized region.  The number of secondary electrons is
determined by the impact energy of the electron and by the secondary emission coefficient of the
cavity material.  If secondary electrons are created in phase with the RF-fields, and the impact is
localized, a rapidly rising multiplication of electrons will occur.  This localized resonant process is
known as multipacting (multiple impacting).  Consequently, RF power is absorbed.  It becomes
increasingly difficult to increase the RF energy in the cavity as the power supplied to the cavity is
increased.  The electron collisions with the structure walls lead to a temperature rise and eventually
to a breakdown of the superconductivity.  As a result, the Q0 (quality factor) of the cavity is
significantly reduced at the multipacting thresholds.  In addition, structural damage of the surface
can occur.  A good cavity design should be able to eliminate, or at least minimize multipacting.  The
factors that affect multipacting include: shape, surface finish, and coating.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Niobium Cavities (Executive Summary: Development and
Performance of Medium-Beta Superconducting Cavities  (LANL))
While models have been suggested for minimizing multipacting [2], a practical means of
manufacturing the cavity walls to obtain optimal designs are still an issue.  Attempting to improve
the performance of multiple niobium cavities may be a daunting task because of the computational
load associated with the evaluation of a particular design and the large number of variables and
constraints involved. We propose approaching this task in a systematic way using principles of
nonlinear programming.  The consequence of this effort will allow the Superconducting RF
Engineering Development and Demonstration group at LANL and the faculty at UNLV to target
potential cavity cell configurations that improve upon existing designs.
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Summary of Achievements of Phase III:
1. Multipacting Studies:  Multipacting studies have been replaced by secondary electron emission
studies.  The Monte Carlo Back Scattering and Secondary Electron Scattering code developed by
Dr. David Joy (ORNL and University of Tennessee Knoxville) is being translated into C++ by a
third student not associated with this research project.  The purpose is to develop a more program
friendly environment to modify the code and GUI (Graphics User Interface).
2. Experimental Set-up for the SEE from a Niobium Test  Piece.   A number of the experimental
parts have arrived at UNLV and are being assembled and tested.  Figure 1 shows a bottom view of
the vacuum chamber supporting the cryostat with rotator and z manipulator.  The z manipulation
and rotator allows for fine positioning of the cold head and test piece internal to the chamber.
  
Fig. 1  Bottom view of vacuum chamber.  On the right, a combination roughing pump – turbomolecular pump is
shown with pressure gauges during a vacuum leak test in the EM laboratory at UNLV.
The backside of the manipulator arm assembly is illustrated in Fig. 2.  Precision movement
micrometers are necessary to gently adjust the moving part of the manipulator arm for a unique
number of tasks.  The assembly consists of a number of feed throughs and ports for high voltage
inputs, gas inlets, low voltage low current outputs.  Figure 3 show a top view of the moving end of
the manipulator arm.  The Faraday cup will be used to measure the fine current of the electron beam
with the aid of an electrometer.  One of the in situ processes will employ a tungsten lamp to boil off
the first few monolayers of water on the sample under test.  In the initial setup at room temperature,
Cryostat
Rotator
Z - Manipulator
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the piece under test will be positioned with a metal piece with circular hole.  Figure 4 displays the
underside of the front end of the manipulator arm.  The gas inlet and sputter electrode used for in
situ cleaning can be seen.  The cold head and thermal shield may also be seen.
Fig. 2  Backside view of the manipulator arm assembly in the EM lab at UNLV.
Fig. 3  Top view of the working end of the manipulator arm.  The Faraday cup embedded in ceramic block, tungsten
lamp, and test piece manipulator are seen.
Manipulator Arm Assembly
Faraday Cup
Lamp Piece Positioning
Device
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Fig. 4  Two side views of the cold head with manipulator head tilted to view underside.  Gas inlet and sputter electrode
are to be used for in situ cleaning of the piece under test.
A birds eye view of the current system with attached roughing pump, turbomolecular pump,
and cryopump (not seen in figure) and residual gas analyzer diagnostic may be seen in Fig. 5.  Two
glass ports are necessary for alignment issues.  They also act as input ports to the system.  When
changing sample pieces, one of the two view ports will be removed.  During actual experimentation,
the view ports will be covered aluminum foil to radiation heat at the cold head.  Currently the
vacuum integrity of the chamber with components is being tested.  The experimental system is
missing an electron gun.  The gun is to arrive in the upcoming week.  The electron position detector
has arrived at UNLV.  The gun and detector act as one unit and will be installed within the vacuum
chamber in the near future.  The electron position detector has to be assembled in a clean room
environment.  This will need to be conducted outside of UNLV.  Once the detector is assembled, a
flat grid is to be soldered onto existing electrically isolated posts on the detector frame.  In the
background of Fig. 5 are the power supplies to operate the grid and electron position detector,
electrometer, electron position detector monitor, vacuum gauge monitors, residual gas analyzer
electronics, cold head temperature monitor, and cryopump temperature monitor.
Half of the machined niobium samples have arrived.  The remaining half should be here in a
week’s time.   These test pieces will be sent to LANL to be cleaned using the LANL surface
cleaning technique.  In the mean time, we do have other niobium samples to begin exploratory
experimentation once the complete system is fully operational.
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.
Fig. 5  View of the experimental setup to date (3/26/04).
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Fig. 6  Electronic and monitoring equipment at UNLV for secondary electron emission on niobium experiment.
3.  Other Considerations .  Appendix A contains a copy of a paper submitted to the 2004 American
Nuclear Society Student Conference to be held at the University of Wisconsin Madison, Madison,
Wisconsin on April 1-4, 2004.  The paper exhibits efforts leading to the experimental set-up
displayed above.  The paper is also a contribution to the student’s (George Anoop) thesis.
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Abstract
  Accelerator driven transmutation of waste is one complementary approach to deal with spent
nuclear fuel as compared to permanent storage. High-energy protons generated by a particle
accelerator collide with a heavy metal target producing neutrons. Long-lived radioactive isotopes
interacting with the neutrons transmute into shorter-lived isotopes. To generate the high-energy
protons efficiently, linear accelerators use multi-cell superconducting radio frequency (RF) cavities
made of niobium. Superconducting niobium cavities have several advantages, including small
power dissipation. The high electromagnetic fields present in these cavities may result in undesired
field emission from surface imperfections with the probability of generating an avalanche of
secondary electrons from a localized resonant process of impacting known as multipacting.
Undesirably, this localized electron current absorbs the RF power supplied to the cavity. This in
turn leads to an increase in cavity wall temperature and the eventual breakdown of the wall’s
superconductivity. In addition, this can result in structural damage to the cavity surface and the
degradation of cavity vacuum. As a result, the Q0 (quality factor) of the cavity is significantly
reduced. A good cavity design should be able to eliminate, or at least minimize multipacting. The
factors that affect multipacting include shape, surface finish and conditioning, and the secondary
electron yield of the material.
      It is desired to measure the distributed secondary electron yield from a Los Alamos National
Laboratory surface prepared niobium test piece in the superconducting state under ultra high
vacuum (UHV). A micro-channel plate/delay-line-anode detector (MCP/DLD) capable of single
particle position and timing will be used to determine, with the aid of particle tracking codes, the
secondary electron yield. The experimental setup primarily evolves around the detector to measure
the secondary electron beam and the physics to be studied.
      Simulation studies using an electromagnetic particle tracking code will be presented to establish
the system parameters and geometry, and examine constraints and resolutions of the experimental
setup. With the aid of a biasing grid, secondary electrons with 1 eV increments in initial energies
between 1 and 20 eV for a wide range of launch angles can be captured and distinguished on a 4.5
cm diameter MCP/DLD detector. An experimental setup is presented.
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I.  INTRODUCTION
  Multipacting is a serious issue in the design of accelerators for accelerator driven transmutation
of waste.  Multipacting is a localized resonant current resulting from multiple impacts leading to an
avalanche build up of secondary electrons.  This oscillating surge of current limits the amount of
energy that can be stored in the accelerator cavities.  At Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
multipacting is a concern in the multi-cell superconducting RF cavity. [1,2]  A good cavity design
should be able to eliminate, or at least minimize multipacting. The factors that affect multipacting
include the shape, surface finish and coating, and the secondary electron yield of the material.
      It is desired to measure the distributed secondary electron yield from a niobium sample under
conditions that closely emulate the environment of the superconducting RF linear accelerator at
LANL. The measured secondary electron yields from, LANL specific, surface conditioned niobium
samples will be incorporated in cavity design codes that examine mulitipacting effects.  To this end,
the experiment will be conducted in a 10-7 Pa (10-9 Torr) ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment at
cryogenic temperatures in a niobium superconducting state (< 8.5 oK) [3]. The experimental setup is
dictated by the physics sought and primarily the secondary electron detector. Other considerations
such as the electron gun, the sample shape, mounting and positioning logistics, cryogenic
techniques and other peripheral sensors will not be considered here. Calculations and simulations
presented suggest an optimized geometry for the experimental setup based on the physics to be
examined.  Further, simulations suggest the type and parameters of detector required. Spatial and
temporal resolution calculations suggest that scintillating photomultiplier and the low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) type detectors are not sufficient for distribution studies of the secondary
electrons [4]. The choice of the detector constrains the electron gun parameters and the
configuration of the experimental setup. A specially designed micro-channel plate/delay-line-anode
(MCP/DLD) detector, with a mm250  spatial resolution and a multi-hit capability of detecting 4
particles in 10 ns, has been chosen for single particle position and timing detection. With the aid of
particle tracking codes, the initial particle trajectory parameters of the emitted secondary electron
can be determined.
II. ANALYTICAL STUDIES
      Based on a typical secondary electron energy range, an estimate for the spatial resolution of the
detector is determined. For simplicity in this first order calculation, all fringe effects due to the
finite detector with aperture opening and the hemispherical niobium target are neglected.
Consequently, the hemispherical niobium target is assumed to be a grounded sphere with radius R1.
The finite geometry detector is assumed to be a spherical shell of radius R2 at potential Vs. The two
spherical components are concentric allowing for a high degree of symmetry. This symmetry allows
the orientation and finite geometry of the detector to not influence the orbit trajectory of a particle
launched from any point on the niobium surface. In practice, a spherical shell detector is expensive
and difficult to build. If the distance of separation between the detector and the niobium target is
small and the emitted particle remains centrally located both relative to the finiteness of the two
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components, the difference between the real and approximated particle orbit trajectories will be
small.
      Consider that a primary electron launched from an electron gun passes through a small hole in
the detector and strikes the niobium target on the primary beam axis. The z-axis of a coordinate
system with origin located at the concentric center of the spheres is oriented along the beam axis.
The governing equations of motion, in spherical coordinates, for a charge emitted from the niobium
surface on the z-axis are
2222 /sin rKrrr =-- qfq &&&& (1)
0cossin2 2 =-+ qqfqq &&&&& rrr (2)
0sincos2sin2 =++ qfqfqqf &&&&&& rrr (3)
where the electric field, as obtained from Gauss’ law, between the spherical equipotential surfaces
is
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where q and m are respectively the charge and mass of the emitted secondary electron.
      A secondary electron emitted from the niobium surface on the z-axis exhibits no azimuthal
motion implying that 0== ff &&& . Consequently, Eqs. (1) and (2), simplify as
22 /rKrr =- q&&& (5)
02 =+ qq &&&& rr (6)
      Multiplying Eq. (6)  by q& and simplifying yields
20 q&rC = (7)
where 0C is a constant of motion. This constant is determined from the energy conservation relation
( ) 022
1
E=+ rqVmv
(8)
where E0 is the initial energy of the particle just after it is emitted from the niobium surface and v is
the velocity in spherical coordinates given by
( )222 )( q&& rrtv += (9)
       Using Eqs. (7)-(9),  0C can be expressed as
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where vro is the initial radial velocity of the emitted electron. With the aid of Eq. (7), Eq. (5),
simplifies to
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      The source voltage range is fixed by the limits of the detector, kVVS 10 ££ .  Further, based on
well-known scanning electron microscopy literature [5] and solid state physics [6,7], typical
secondary electron energies lie within the range of 1eV and 50 eV.  There remain a large number of
parameters to be considered. Consequently, Eq. (11) is not in an optimized form suitable for
computation. Therefore, the following normalization is introduced: 2~Rrr = , sqV00
~
E=E , 211
~ RRR = ,
[ ] 212~ mqVvv sroro =  and ( )[ ] 212~ sqVmRtt = . The normalized Eqs. (11) and (7), with the associated
constants given by Eqs. (4) and (10), are respectively,
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       Figure 1 corresponds to 1
~R  family of curves yielding the normalized radial position r~  of a
charge at normalized time t~ for an initial normalized energy of 0.001 and zero initial motion along
the z-axis. When 1~ =r , the electron has reached the surface of the detector.  Therefore, the
intersection of the family of curves displayed with the 1~ =r  line yields the normalized time it takes
for the electron to reach the detector surface.
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Fig. 1. Displays the normalized radial position of the particle r~  with respect to the normalized time
t~  when the initial motion along the z-axis is zero for various 1
~R  when .001.0
~
0 =E
      The change in the conical angle of the particle trajectory is estimated as
ttdd ~/~ qq » (14)
       The difference in the conical angle between any two different energetic electrons may be
translated into normalized distance 2/
~ RDD D=D on the spherical detector between two electron
impact points contained in an azimuthal plane as
)(~ 12 qq -=DD (15)
where 1q and 2q are the conical angles of the two impact points relative to the z-axis.  Further, the
normalized distance projected onto a flat screen normal to the the z-axis is
( )121 tantancos
~
qqq -=D flatD (16)
      The normalized time for a 1 eV electron to impact the detector may be obtained from Fig. 1. For
0.166~1 =R , 0.19204 =t
~ . For 20 eV electrons [simulations not shown], 0.19180 =t~ . The
normalized time interval, Tt
~D , between the 1 eV and 20 eV impacts is the difference between the
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times, 00024.0~ =D Tt . For a 0.091
~
1 =R , 0021.0
~ =D Tt  (20 eV simulations not shown). For each eV
increment in energy, the normalized time interval, pt
~D , is approximately constant over this energy
spread. Therefore, 20/~~ Tp tt D=D .  The normalized time interval may be determined for any electron
energy in this range. The normalized overall arc length dimension of the detector, DDT
~2~ D= , to
collect secondary electrons with energies between 0 eV to some maximum value is determined
using the computed normalized time and Eqs. (13)-(15) with 1~ =r , 1q =0 and max2 qq = .
Consequently, if all secondary electrons with energies between 0 eV and 20 eV are to be collected
assuming a 0.5 cm radius sample, then, for 166.0~1 =R  and a detector radius of 3 cm the arc length
of the detector, D, is 2 mm. If it is desired to resolve the electron energy in integer increments of
eV, then, the normalized time interval between a 1 eV and 2 eV electron is 000012.0~ =D pt , based
on t~  for 166.0~1 =R . From Eqs. (13) and (14), the conical angle for the 1 eV and 2 eV particles are
=1q 8.56 mrad and  =2q 12.1 mrad. The resolution given by Eq. (16) is 90 mm. For a potential
difference of 200 V, a 0.5 sample radius and a 3 cm detector radius of curvature, the overall arc
length of the detector is 5 mm and the resolution 200 mm. When projected onto a flat screen, the
corresponding detector diameter and spatial resolution required were found to be approximately the
same.
III. SIMULATION STUDIES
       A number of computer simulations using a particle tracking code, developed by Field Precision
Inc., were performed over a wide parameter space.  The purpose of the simulations was to establish
a more accurate study of the detector size, resolution, and a more realistic experimental geometry
setup. The loading effects of the finite geometries of a planar MCP/DLD detector with posts,
cryostat configurations, electron gun, and other conducting and non-conducting surface were
incorporated in the simulations. A grid near the detector surface and an electron beam drift tube
between the detector and gun allows for the control of the spatial resolution on the detector and
niobium surfaces respectively. Only six simulations that established the experimental setup will be
presented.
      Figure 2 corresponds to a 1 eV secondary electron generated due to the primary electron beam
impinging normal to the hemispherical niobium surface.  A 1 cm diameter hemispherical niobium
sample lies on a 2.5 cm diameter cryostat cylinder. The top surface of the sample is 2.5 cm from a
grid mounted 3 mm in from of the front face of the MCP/DLD detector. The oblique incident case is
a consequence of the sample with cryostat displaced 4mm horizontally from the primary electron
beam axis. An electron beam drift tube with a 3 mm outer diameter and a 2 mm inner diameter
coated with a 0.5 mm layer of VESPEL insulation is mounted in a 6 mm diameter central aperture
in the detector.  As shown at the top of the figure, the drift tube is inserted in the electron gun
aperture. The electron beam tube, electron gun casing, the cryostat and the niobium sample are held
at ground potential. Although not considered, the vacuum chamber is also at ground potential. The
MCP/DLD consists of a chevron stack of two MCPs and resistive anode wires. The front face of the
MCP (surface facing the grid) must be at a potential of 200 V above the grid. For maximum gain
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the back face of the first MCP must be 1400 volts above the MCP’s front face. The back face of the
second MCP must be at a potential of 1400 V above the back face of the first MCP. Finally the
anode wires must be at least 200 volts above the back face of the second MCP. The voltage of the
anode wires is 3000 V above the grid potential.
Fig. 2.  Trajectories of 1 eV secondary electrons with different launch angles, for coincident sample
and primary beam axes (normally incident primary electron beam)
       As shown in Fig. 2 the particle trajectory orbit was followed for initial angles of projection
between 0o and 180o in 4.5o increments. This corresponds to 41 particles being launched in each
case. All angles are measured with respect to the plane tangent to the niobium surface at the point of
primary electron beam impact.  It is observed that between 17 % and 12 % of the total number of
particles are lost in the aperture opening for particle energies between 1 eV and 20 eV respectively.
The percentage of particle loss due to the finite dimension of the detector, for particle energies
between 1 eV and 20 eV, is 0% and 38% respectively. Table 1 provides the range of initial
projection angles captured or lost in the detection process for particles of different energy and of
different incidence.  Typically, the energy distribution of emitted secondary electrons occurs
between 2 eV and 3 eV. The spatial resolution of the MCP/DLD detector is 250 mm. Based on this
resolution, the detector can resolve 1 eV increments in energy and 4.5o increments in initial angle of
projection between 0o to 70o and 110o to 180o.  For oblique incidence (60o to the surface normal),
the grid potential had to be increased to 800 V in order to collect 100%  and 54% of 1 eV and 20 eV
secondary electrons launched respectively.
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Table 1.  Simulation outcome for detector size, detector resolution and experimental setup
leading to a final experimental design.
Incidence Grid
Voltage
[V]
Secondary
Electron
Energy
[eV]
Initial Angle
of Projection
Electrons
Collected
maxmin qqq ££
Initial Angle
of Projection
Electrons Lost
to Aperture
maxmin qqq ££
Initial Angle
of Projection
Electrons Lost
Due to
Detector Size
maxmin qqq ££
*Smallest
/ Average
Detector
Resolution
[ m m]
Normal 25 1 0o-750 and
105o -1800
75o-105o none ~50/ 700
Normal 25 2 0o-750 and
105o -1800
75o-105o none ~200/1100
Normal 25 20 35o-80o and
100o-145o
80o-100o 0o-35o and
145o -180o
1700/2200
Oblique 800 1 0o-1800 none none 50/200
Oblique 800 2 0o-1650 165o-180o none 100/300
Oblique 800 20 55o-140o and
170o-180o
140o-170o 0o-55o 600/1100
* Smallest distance between two equal energy particles with a 4.5o difference in initial angle of
projection.
IV. CONCLUSION
      Analytical studies on the secondary electron motion were performed which
provided a reasonable range of detector sizes, detector resolutions and distances
from sample to detector. Particle tracking simulations provided a complementary
in-depth study of these parameters. It was determined that a 4.5 cm diameter
detector with 250 mm  resolution positioned 2.5 cm from the sample allows for an
optimal collection of secondary electrons in a 10” diameter vacuum chamber.
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